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The Revit Range of Riding Gear for Review 
 

Prez Report
Hi again everyone,

  Well the weather’s been pretty shit for 
riding and the last two rounds of our Winter 
Series were proof of that.  The final round was 
held at Taupo with pretty much rain most of the 
day.  Numbers were down but there was some 
skillful riding and most riders stayed upright.     
     The prize giving was held after the 
event and some beers and sausages put on 
by the club.  There were some great prizes 
across all classes so a huge thank you to our 
class sponsors and thanks to Kawasaki for their 
continued support of the club and the series.  
Special thanks to the volunteers who braved the 

weather for the day and also the volunteers who helped but managed to stay dry.
 Trials guys have a round of their club champs on October 13th  
at Te Pahu so get along and help or enter.  
 The club ride is printed later in magazine and we have a slightly different 
format/selection for our club rides to get more involvement from members so 
watch this space.  
 This Thursday (club night) is the SGM (Special General Meeting) to 
discuss and vote on some changes to our aged constitution.  The changes won’t 
have a huge impact on the running of the club, its just an update to bring the 
wording into relevance for this day and age, which is long overdue.    
There will also be on display some riding gear from the rev-it range so get along 
to view and get along to vote.  See you Thursday -

Cheers Frilly

NEXT CLUB NIGHT &  
SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING

3rd October
Doors open 7.30pm

HAMILTON MOTOR CYCLE CLUB INC
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2019/2020

PATRON Bruce Delaney Mob: 027200 3484 Ph: 839 7722 
PRESIDENT Phillip Duthie Mob: 02102939231 Ph. ......
SECRETARY Sharon Martin Mob: 027 6869925 Ph: ......
TREASURER Steve Parker Mob: 022 0964067 Ph: 
 e-mail:    hmcc.mship@gmail.com 
ASST TREASURER Catherine Carlaw Mob: 027 323 7071 
BAR MANAGER Tim Hedges Mob: 022 1964280 Ph: 824 7088
CLUB CAPTAIN Mark Hatton Mob: 0274 856 843 Ph: 856 7076
EVENT COMMITTEE Ray Cox Mob: 022 3400118  Ph. 853 7495
 Jordan Burley Mob: 022 169 5824 Ph. ......
 Tim Hedges Mob: 022 1964280 Ph. 824 7088
 Pete Commons Mob: 022 410 9400
 Chris Bridge Mob: 021 826 451
 Steve Bridge Mob: 027 5433960
TRIALS Barry Nicholls Mob: 021 141 8115 Ph: 855 4891
CLUB HISTORIAN Terry Stevenson  Mob: 027 2225656               Ph. .....
  
WEB www.hamiltonmcc.org nz
Facebook www.facebook.com/pages/Hamilton-Motorcycle-Club-Inc-NZ
Photos on Flickr www.flickr.com/groups/hamiltonmcc

Newsletter Contributions
Contributions are what makes this newsletter entertaining.
Get yourself some fame or notoriety by writing something for us!
I love to get them by email at hmccnews@gmail.com 
ATTENTION: Deadline is 6:00pm the FRIDAY FRIDAY FRIDAY 
before clubnight please.

CLUB NIGHTS
First Thursday of the month, doors open 7.30pm

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Tuesday nights, one week prior to Club Night, starts 7.30pm

CLUB EVENTS INFO LINE PHONE 022 380 5122
Doug McLaren .......................................... 021 575006
Steve Parker (F) ..........................S,D,F ........... 858 2334
Trevor Rose  ............................... T,R ........... 855 9523
Bruce Weeks  ............................... S,R ........... 839 2325
Mike Webb  ..................................R ...... no, you can’t
  ...................................... bother him with
  ........................................... your opinion

Hugh Anderson ...............................R ........... 853 2711
Mike Child  ...............................S,D .............Australia
Mark Hatton  .........................S,R,D,F .... 0274 856 843
Doc Holliday  .................................. S ........... 843 8368
Roy Long  .........................S,R,D,F ........... 825 4874
Neil McCabe  .............................T,S,R ........... 829 9383

LIFE MEMBERS
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       What’s coming up in the next few months
Racing: HMCC done now until NZSBK, but still plenty on, 
AMCC Round 2 and 3 coming up, Suzuki Series in December ...

Road Rides:
October 13th: Te Anga Grand Prix, + extended south if weather 
is kind. Meet BP Tristram 9.30 for 10 sharp departure.

Fat Pigeon Cafe Piopio

September’s Club Ride
The brilliant spring 
sunshine brought 
all the bikes out to 
play and we found 

ourselves only 
one of four groups 
percolating around 

the Waikato, 
meeting up at gas 
stations and cafes, 
with all the usual 
suspects rocking 
up for the civilised 
10.30am muster at 

BP Tristram.
 The first, best and most important aspect of any club ride, in my humble 
opinion, is the ride itself and I have yet to be disappointed by the roads chosen 
by our ride leaders. We get to explore parts of our own district that were either 
previously unseen or not often traveled.  
 The main pack went via Bird Road back way to Te Awamutu then on to 
Waitomo Valley, Fullerton, Oparure and Mairoa Roads while we found ourselves 

swapping places repeatedly with what 
turned out to be Tracey, an obviously 
well known rider who swapped good 
natured insults with the gang at the Fat 
Pigeon. 
 Ours was the third of four groups 
of motorbike riders out enjoying the 
weather. Return journey was the 
long way east via Bennydale and 
Mangakino. Final round up at Five 
Stags Tavern Pirongia rounding off a 
perfect day with a cider in the sun. 
 As per pattern we seem to fall 
naturally into three groups, our own 
Blackbird in the middle somewhere so 
if the idea of trying to keep up puts you 
off a group ride, be assured there is no 
obligation to clump together, we all get 
different buzzes, ours is the scenery, 
for others it’s the knee grazing corners 
or maybe just escaping the boxes that 
make up our ordinary lives. 
 A bonus is the relaxed catch up, 

with the like-minded folk that bikers inevitably are, that these rides afford. And the 
pulled pork burgers were none too shabby neither!
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Well that’s that. 
 Such an awesome experience in 
America racing for Quarterley Racing 
On Track Development.  Encouraging 
to see our progress throughout each 
weekend on tracks we had never seen 
and that are so different and unfamiliar 
to what I have become accustomed 
too in the last 7 years in New Zealand. 
To start each weekend 6 or so seconds 
down on the leaders to a little more 
than 1 in the last race was super 
encouraging to see.
 Awesome last weekend at Barber 
Motorsport Park this weekend. Results 
for sure not going our way, making it 
hard for myself starting down in 15th 

on the grid. A ninth place finish in race one at the front of the second group was for sure 
improvement but not what we were looking for, being 20 seconds off the podium. Great 
battles though and had to work super hard to get there.
 Race two was going a lot better. Lost the front podium group from the start fighting 
my way through the field, and was 4 seconds back by lap 3. I spent the next 10 or so laps 
chipping away at the lead group and with two laps to go I had closed the gap to just under a 
second and was pushing very, very hard to get into the group a fight for the podium. Turns 
out I was pushing a little too hard and folded the front dropping into turn 9. My own fault, my 

own crash, perfectly alright just a little bummed because the podium was so close, only a 
second away with two laps to go.
 Even though it ended in a crash, it was probably one of if not the best we have 
ridden while over here.  Happy with myself on my consistency while pushing very hard and 
crashes happen so we just take it on the chin and move on.
Super stoked for Ben Gloddy and his well deserved podium. Just shows how some good 
coaching in the weeks off from Eric Wood and Dale Quarterley can really impact results on 
the track.
 As a whole my riding has improved dramatically and I have acquired all these 
new skills I didn’t even know were there or know I was doing wrong so really can’t 
complain. 
 Looking forward to heading home and seeing everyone again and looking forward 
to what the summer of racing brings, whatever that may be. I would love to head back 
here for a full season next year and feel I could be in the hunt for podiums as the two 
top 5 results have shown but as the costs stack up it looks increasingly unlikely. But hey, 
stranger things have happened.
 Thanks again to the people that have made all this possible and put a Kiwi on the 
other side of the world, living the dream.
 Kevin Grant from Kiwi Classic Moto has put in so much effort and I seriously 
cannot thank the man enough.
 Melissa Monroe Robbins thank you two so much for the opportunity of a lifetime 
and sorry for the years I stripped off you in the month I was there.
 Paul Arciszewski and Co, again thank you for putting up with me and if I am 
ever back in these parts I for sure will make a stop in your beautiful countryside.
 Thank you to the team for putting up with me and fixing all the bikes I bend, 
offering advice and making changes to help me get closer to the front. And of course our 
two outstanding team coaches Dale Quarterley and Eric Wood who took a man from his 
first qualifying in 22nd to fighting for the podium in 3 races. Absolute legends.
 Spidi Stylmartin and Nolangroup from Eurobike New Zealand who kept me 

safe as I biffed it at the 
scenery 3 or 4 times 
and still have gear 
that are good to go 
when I need it next. 
The Macho Ache, 
Motorcycling New 
Zealand Inc, Hamilton 
Motorcycle Club Inc 
NZ and Lizard Racing 
NZ are all part of the 
crew that got me over 
here, 

Thank you for 
your belief in 

me

Jacob Stroud in the U S of A

Special General Meeting
October 3rd Club Night

This is to approve updates to our Constitution, to bring it more in 
line with current practice, and the way we operate the Club.

Copies of the proposed changes will be available at the club this 
September clubnight, and can be emailed to you on request
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Hamilton Motorcycle Club - Centenary Show

“100 Years of History”

Classics Museum – 10th – 27th April

2020

The show presentation will be based on the key events, memories, artefacts, and Club members…as well

as the motorcycles, riding gear, mechanical innovations, and other interesting stuff that illustrate the 

periods of change throughout the “100 Years of History”…. 

It will be based on the articles and points of interest, written and illustrated, within the Centennial 

“historical scrap book” that is currently in production.

Do you have (or know of anyone who might have..) any items, especially motorcycles (1920 – 2020) etc., 

that can be used to help us present the “HMC 100 year Story” to the public?

Please indicate the item below, with details and contact information.

Item Bike(s)

Artefacts

Images or 

Movies

Riding gear

Mechanical

Bits

..other

Name

Contact 

(Email/Phon

e No)

Please copy/scan/call directly to Bruce Weeks broocieweeks@gmail.com (07 8392325)

Centenary Update October
1. VENUE
We have sorted through the options and booked a venue!
It is The Hangar, at the Te Kowhai Aerodrome, just a short skip out of town.It has a 
very relaxed vibe about it, and we are able to supply our own alcohol and catering 
(One of the in town venues provided a bar, with prices around $10 a beer...). They 
have a mini-van for transport and we will look at hiring some too, with the money 
saved, so nobody has to risk driving. That said there is ample parking, and quite safe 
to leave your vehicle there overnight if you want to take one of our mini buses home.

2, Classics Museum Display
April 9th - 26th
We need to track down interesting bikes and memorabilia for our display. The 
following page is a form to fill out with the details we need.
The emphasis firstly is on bikes that were used in Club events, but even something 
similar will be good as genuine bikes will not always be available.

3 Hood St Meetup and parade up Victoria St, March 30th 2020
Initial enquiries are underway to set this up, should be a good event to pump up the 
Centenary Celebrations!

4. Waikato Museum Display
Discussion is going very positively, to display some/all of the artworks funded by the 
Club from the Founders Theatre Road Races

5. People to Invite
I am putting together a list of people invited, and potential people to invite.
Feel free to nominate anyone you may think interested, all the better if you know how 
to contact them. But if we get the names, we can do the research to track them down 
if necessary.

6. The Book
Good progress is being made, but always room for more stories and photos from the 
Club’s past.
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Kawasaki Series - RESULTS
 Track Day Saturday, weather was fine with a cloudless day, only 
a cold stiff wind kept temperatures down.   My trusty little Ducati 696 had 
been playing up so I didn’t manage to get in any long sessions.  Very 
frustrating those days are, but after continued work by my great pit crew, 
we thought we had solved any issues.  
 Sunday Race Day - well it started raining at 6 am and pretty much 
stayed wet all day, crap, crap, crap and more crap.  Its not that I don’t like 
riding in the rain its just not as much fun.  Numbers were down, same as 
Hampton, but hey for someone like me who circulates mid field, it means a 
better chance for higher grid positions.  The race format for the day means 
you have to be on it straight out of the blocks because your only practice 
is your qualifying.  Something I’ve always seemed to struggle with is my 
qualifying, not sure why and I’ve not pin-pointed any one thing (too scared 
I’ll find there’s more than 1!).  Well to my surprise I qualified third in my 
class, but because of mixed classes I was on the second row.  
 Race 1    Had a poor start as the bike seemed to take a huge 
gulp right at the wrong time.  Catch up time but from my normal starting 
position I’m used to that.  I feel sorta comfortable in the wet as my non-
aggressive riding style seems to work well in those conditions.  Taupo 
tends to be slimy in the wet and it proved true to form with the odd rider 
tasting tarmac, all were ok thankfully ready to fight another day.  Well my 
bike had other ideas and didn’t want to finish the race so I had to pull in 
early, frustrated and unsure as to “what now”.  Note to self - get some fog 
city.  After the pit crew feverishly worked on the bike and thinking we had it 
sorted, we lined up for race two.  
 Race 2     Got a good start this time and went well, then on about 
lap 4 my visor completely fogged up which made trying to race almost 
impossible.  On the upside though - I finished the race.  The bike still had 
some issues but I managed to nurse it home.  Well the pit crews were 
hard at it again and thinking we had it sorted we lined up for race three.  
Absolute blinder of a start, was holding my own, then the dreaded bike 
gremlins surfaced so another DNF was on the cards.  Buggar.
 At Hampton I qualified on the front row and had 3 DNF.
 At Taupo I qualified 3rd and only finished one race. Best qualifying 
and worst finishing - can’t win ‘em all I guess.
 Thanks to all the volunteers who helped over the series, we truly 
couldn’t have done  it without your help.  
 Thanks also to Mikey, my pit crew - an awesome job done mate 
and of course as always thanks to Steve Bridge for all your input.
 Bring on the next race day - it never gets old - even though we do.

View from the GRID
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Kawasaki Series - RESULTS Kawasaki Series - RESULTS
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Kawasaki Series - RESULTS
Action was a bit hotter in Junior, with wins being shared by Jesse Stroud 
R3 first Round, Ninja 400 second round (clean sweep at Hampton Downs), 
Hamish Fox (Ninja 400) and Blake Ross (Ninja 300). Blake took best to the 
the very wet Round 3, and earned himself the Series Trophy, from Hamish 
Fox, and Jesse Stroud.  The 250 Sub-class within the field was won by the 
only rider with a perfect series score, Karl Hooper on his Megelli 250 R.
Mark Hatton took out the Post Classic Senior Series title once again, and 
Kerry Chapman managed the Post Classic Junior title, despite not appear-
ing at Round 2.
Clubmans was well subscribed this season, and some great competition was 
had between Adrian D’Souza and Gui Mendes. Adrian picked up 2 wins 
in the wet Round 3, then watched the 3rd place from a gravel trap we have 
never seen used before. But luckily for him, he had enough points in the 
bag to take the series Clubman win. Looks like you are promoted to Senior 
next year buddy!
Our LAMS class has struggled for numbers, but not for quality, with Chris 
Smith (Kawasaki 400) riding immaculately to the Series title.
Prizegiving was held immediately after the conclusion of the day, and boy 
did we have a lot of goodies to give out. Not only did the trophy getters get 
a swag, all riders that turned up got to take product home, and even the 
marshalls that hung around got something. Don’t rush home next time eh!

Series Summary
I believe we put on a really professional series, run without hiccups. Entry 
Fees were some of the lowest around. We provided live streaming through 
CTAS for family friends and sponsors that couldn’t make it to the track, 
and put on professional commentators to keep the show to a high standard. 
However, what we couldn’t organise was the weather, and that resulted in 
some low competitor numbers, which doesn’t fare well for Series viabilty.
On a positive note, we had good support from marshals and other volunteers, 
who, don’t forget, really got the worst of the weather, no garages for them to 
hide in between races. We have to really appreciate the crew, they are such a 
vital part of keeping the the series going.
And a huge thanks to the sponsors, again great contributors to allowing the 
Series to happen. Series sponsor Kawasaki, wow, you guys are fantastic.
Also class sponsors, Boyd Motorcycles, NV Motorcycles and F1 Engineering.

The 3rd and final round was run at Taupo on September 8th, and true to 
2019 form, the weather was not kind to us again.Still, a good keen hardy 
bunch turned up to splash around the track having fun.
Cold and wet and motorcycling are not great friends, but that is not going 
to stop the dedicated. At least the conditions were consistently properly wet, 
meaning specialist wet tyres were the order of the day. And pretty amazing, 
the lap times achievable were only a second a corner off dry times.
In the Seniors, Nick Burke (Yamaha R6, Tauranga) made the most of the 
running with a 1-2-1 score, only being bested by Matt Drayson in Race 2. 
Added to his perfect score in Round 1, and consistent Round 2, Nick went 
on to collect the Series Trophy, over Matt Drayson, with club member Zur-
rin Wiki picking up the 3rd place Series Trophy.
Competition in Intermediate was dominated by class Sponsor Nick Kamp-
enhout (NV Motorcycles Husqvarna Vitpilen 701) with a clean sweep of 
Rounds 2 and 3, giving him a total Series score of 210 points. 2nd Leigh 
Tidman, (75pts) and 3rd Stephen Bates (71pts) trailed a little way behind ....

Kawasaki Series - ROUND UP

Kawasaki Series - ROUND UP continued
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A few light showers did not 
deter those who came to a 
Sunday ride on the banks and 
woods of the Kimihia Lakes 
adventure park..
5 Laps, 8 sections.
Welcome to new riders,  
Ross and Errol.
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Northern Trials Calendar  (September - December)
 

 

  NORTHERN TRIALS CALENDAR 2019 Ver1 

Date  Event Venue Event Manager 

     

 28/29 NI Champs Rd 7&8. (Winter series) Te Puke/Saunders TGA/Ham 

October 6    

 13 HMCC Rd4 Weirs Steve//Pete 

 20    

 
26/27/

28 NZ Championship Hawkes Bay  

November 3    

 10 EMM Rd2 

Kimihia Lakes development 
(Huntly East Mine) Tony/Neil 

 17 BOP Rd 4  Muirs Team Tauranga 

 24 BBM Xmas & Prize giving Weirs Steve 

December 1    

 8 TGA/Xmas Trial Andersons Team Hamilton 

 15    

Coordinators    

BOP Nigel Shilton 07 5761692 Francis Sydenham 0274956236 Kevin Gundry 0275442700 Grant Thwaites 021732283 Andy Anderson 079296330 

Waikato Barry Nichollls  0211418115  Tony Perkins  027 274 1237 

Auckland NZCMRR) Ray Charlton 09 846 8736,  

 

Andrew Stroud (Family) ...........R ........... 855 3161
Dillon Telford ........................R .... 021 179 1188
Bill Turner ............................... 021 130 8041
Liam Underwood ................R ....... 021 330469
Brian & Joy Utting ......................... S .... 0274 429 528
Jon Van den Berg ....... S R F ........... 834 8122
Reubin Van den Berg .............R ..........................
Rick Van Velzen .................R   ... 021 1177008
Mark  Van Wetering .............R    ... 021 493 588

Martyn Vincent ................... T F ........... 856 0068
Steve Walter .............. S R D F .... 0274 920 095
Gary West +Trish (F) ........... S .... 0274 771 358
Robert Whittall ......................R .. 021 024 55269
Jesse Wiki ...........................R .... 027 227 8037
Shane Wiki ........................ R S .... 027 278 7006
Zurrin Wiki ...........................R .. 027 7878 2150
Stephen Wright .................. R S T   .. 027 333 1762
Matthew Yates .......................... T .... 027 717 7397

PHONE LIST Continued - MEMBERS to  28/2/2020

PHONE LIST - MEMBERS to  28/2/2020
David Aitchison ....................R .... 027 274 1125
Chris Andrews .....................R .... 027 2733 504
Mike Andrews ..................... T .... 027 334 3371
Andrew Ansell .........................R .... 022 125 3119
Stephen Armistead ................... T .... 021 179 2370
Sebastian Ashburn ................. S, R    . 021 075 3535
Bryan Ashdown ....................R ..........................
Richard  Barnett ....................... S    ... 021 792 086
Stephen Bates ..........................R ...... 021 855 246
Allan  Bayliss ........................R   .. 021 103 4041
Grant Bennett ............ R S T D ........... 838 9299
Andrew  Boldero ................... R,S    . 022 429 7262
Hamish Boyd ....................... R S .... 021 1399 545
Chris Bridge .............. S R F D ...... 021 826 451
Steve Bridge ..................... R S ..... 027 5433960
Stephen Briggs .........................R   ..... 021 660894
Malcolm Brown ........................R     021 0234 0945
Tyler Brown ........................R .. 021 0242 9762
Peter Bryant .............. R S T D ........... 838 9299
Ian Bull ............................ T ....... 021 346674
Nick Burke .........................R .... 0211 838 409
Jordan Burley ........................R .... 022 169 5824
Luke Cabrol ........................R .... 022 642 4749
Catherine Carlaw .......................R    . 027 323 7071
Matthew Carter ......................................................
Greg Cassey ..................F T D ........... 853 7187
S J Cavell .........................R ...... 021 773 188
Kerry Chapman ...................R .. 021 085 72331
Dave Christensen ................R    .... 021777 172
Tim Coopey ......................R .... 027 810 3485
Andrew Cutler ...................... S,T .... 027 275 2669
Corinne Cutler ...................... S,T ...... 021 518 478
Adrian D’Souza ............................ 021 027 6262
Steven de Groot ............. S R D .... 0274 485 784
Chris Defiori ................... R D .... 022 073 4670
James Devlin ..................... S R .... 027 214 6786
Ray Diprose ...................... S ...... 021 384 729
Troy Donovan ................. S R .... 027 839 2775
Matt Drayson .....................R     027 886 2134
Phillip Duthie .................... R D .. 021 029 39231
Ben Dyson ........................R .... 027 548 2301
Chris Dyson ........................R .... 027 950 3309
Dennis Edwards ..................... S ........... 849 5117
Ken Ferguson ....................R ...... 021 344 232
Chalky Fethney ................... S,R ..........................
Scott Findlay .......................R ...... 021 432 775
Laurence Fisher .........................R .... 027 580 1517  
Rosemary/Scott  Foley (F) ............. S D ........... 846 6071
Matthew Foot ......................... R S    . 022 431 4962
Hamish Fox .............................R .... 021 268 2172
Zak Fuller .........................R ...... 07 824 6747
Luke Godsall ......................R .... 027 291 5851
Cameron Goldfinch ...................R   .. 022 695 3621
Shane Graves ...................... RS .... 027 285 5312
Jeff Gray ........................... T .... 021 234 2502
Michael Hamilton ................. R S ...... 021 661 737
Stuart Hamilton ................ S D ........... 829 8262
Evan Hansen ......................R .. 021 022 41856
Scott Harland ................... R S .... 021 234 3058
Andy Harper ....................... S ...... 021 403 237
Nigel Healey .......................R   .... 06 328 5054
Charles Hedges .......................R ...... 07 824 7088
Tim Hedges .................... S R .... 022 196 4280
Jim Henderson ................. T    ... 07 823 6888
Dan Hendy ........................R    ... 021 550 142
Brett Hewitt ................................. 021 676 071
Graeme Hooper ...................... S .... 027 227 4719
Kevin Hooper ...................... S .... 027 374 0982
Patrick Izod ........................... S .... 021 1766 006
Jason Jakes ....................... S F ..........................
Hilton Jane ............................R ..........................
Nick Kampenhout..... S R F D ...... 021 545 996

James Killalea ................ T S D .. 021 028 72831
Mike Kyle ......................... R S ...... 07 308 8597
Aaron Lambourne .................R .... 027 577 2591
Nigel Lambourne .................R .... 027 577 2591
Nick Lascelles ............................. 021 754 090
David Lewis ...................... T S ...... 07 871 9311
Mike Lind ........................ S R ........... 825 5333
Geoff Long ........................ S R .... 0274 751 116
Ray & Kerry Long (F) ...................... T    . 0274 618 336
Gian Louie ..........................R     027 391 6720
Jared Love ........................ R F .... 022 414 5431
Aaron Lowe ..........................R ...... 021 825 394
Roger Mahoney ................. TD .... 022 124 5056
Jamie Maindonald................R   .. 027 666 8333
Vaughan  Maine ........................R    (021) 1303404
Steve Manning ................. R S .... 021 165 8890
Wayne Mantell ......................R ..... 027 4457550
Sharon Martin ..................... S R .... 027 686 9925
Doyle Matautia ................. R, S    . 0275 509 698
Justin Maunder ....................R     027 380 1356
Neville McBeth ................... R S .... 027 747 5659
Colin McGregor................................................
Barry McNair ...................... S .... 021 031 7219
Bob Mead .................. S R D .... 027 6999 596
Gui Mendes ......................R     021 131 7920
Scott Miller ...................... S R .... 022 317 9941
Scott G. Miller .........................R .... 022 453 8646
Gary Morgan ............... S R D .... 027 497 0865
Jeff Morton ....................... S .... 021 100 8793
Ezra Nelson .............................. 027 497 7320
John Nelson .................... TD .... 027 497 7318
Jonathon Newman ................. S R .... 021 242 6219
Brett Parker ..................... R D .... 027 265 3210
Shaun Parker .........................R .... 022 365 0980
Michael Patchett ................... R S    .. 027 2608012
Craig Peebles .................... S R .... 027 2977 687
Alex Percival ............... TSRD .... 027 779 5553
Tony Perkins ....................... T .... 027 274 1237
Mark Peery ..........................R     021 203 0290
Elvis Piggot ...................... S R .. 021 0293 7971
Martin Platt .................... R S D .... 027 505 8820
Nick & Wendy Ploeg .................... R S ...... 021 404 443
Greg Power .................. R S D ..........................
Dave Readings ....................R ..........................
Matt Robb ....................... R S .... 021 216 8232
Matthew Robertson ...................R     021 117 8991
John Roper .........................R .. 021 0873 6941
Blake Ross ...........................R    ... 021 906 931
Shane Ross ........................ R S .... 021 110 5230
Les Rutledge (F) ................ S .... 0274 926 612
Luke Ryder .........................R .... 021 140 6123
Horst Saiger .........................R ..........................
Andrew Sainsbury ................ R S .... 027 329 5757
Peter Scherer ................... S D   .. 027 441 5160
Lewis Shaw ..........................R   .. 021 254 5608
Peter Sheridan ..................... T .... 027 3328 333
Joseph Shirriffs .................... R S .... 027 300 6657
Shaan Singh ...................T R D .. 021 0244 6769
Blair Skelton .................... R,S    . 021 2988 526
Annika Smail .......................... S    . 022 4288 158
Rob Smail ..........................R ..... 022 4288112
Carl Smith .....................R  S   .. 027 584 7086
Chris Smith .....................R  S .. 021 023 66503
Steve Smith ......................... S ........... 849 2820
Mike Spiller ........................R   .. 021 216 7523
Barry Sproule (F) ........... S R D .......8493100 wk
Roman Stamm .....................................................
John Stares ......................... S     0274 755 593
Sharn Steadman ............ R S D ..... 021 1879409
Terry Stevenson ............. S R F .... 027 222 5656
Jacob Stroud ........................R .... 022 196 4775
Jesse Stroud .....................................................

EMM Round 1 Sunday 8th 
Time for the first of two Errol McCabe Memorial Trial held at the Kimihia Lakes 
Adventure park in Huntly. The weather forecast was again, inaccurate, as the 
downpours did not eventuate, but a poor turnout was the result. 10 riders had 
another chance to play on this easily accessible property with disappearing sections as 
the water level slowly rises. There will be a new area to explore when round 2 arrives 
on November 10th. As always “keep yer feet up and steady on the throttle”
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